
The Slumbering Village
Front End & Companion App Concept Deck



Core Experience Statement

Incentivise cooperation between a parent and child through entertaining games for mutual reward 
and promote a conversation around the child's storytelling education.

Feature Map: 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1g0faZMt5pjjxA9DTE0q1oTCl-xsyRe6M/view?usp=sharing



Overview

The Slumbering Village is an interactive app, where parents can 
develop, grow, and improve their Village through collaboration 
with their children, using Quests to target key educational areas 
for their child's language development, guiding the learning 
process while creating a visual representation of their child’s 
success that they can share with other users. 

Collaboration is key, and the Slumbering Village encourages 
parents to work with their children through collaborative goals to 
receive rewards that benefit both parties, making parents a part of 
the Educational process, and not just observers.
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The Village
A sleepy little village on the verge of something great, the 
Slumbering Village is the core play-space for a parent using the 
Companion App, providing them with the challenge of 
maintaining a thriving Village, and the thrill of displaying their 
child’s achievements and watching them develop.

Using tools through tap and drag motions parents will maintain 
the Village, earning coins to spend on upgrading their Villages 
resources as they work collaboratively with their child to 
discover and develop Objectives centered around specific 
educational virtues.

As the Child advances through their education and increases in 
level, further ways to improve the Village will become available 
to the Parent, allowing them to transform an quaint settlement 
into a vibrant showcase of their child's educational story.

Features: Collaborative Goal, Game Based Growth, Plant 
Maintenance, Virtue Based Plant Growth, Gain / Spend Coins
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Objectives

Objectives are the focus of both the Quest System and the Village 
System, and are divided into two subsets, Buildings and Seeds:

7 Buildings are present in the Village from the start of the game, 
with each representing a different Virtue. By Tapping a Building 
the Parent makes that Virtue active, with the Building lighting up 
to indicate its selection. 

Seeds are discovered by the child as they explore the overworld, 
and can be planted in plots at the Farm by the Parent. Seeds are 
impermanent Objectives, one of which will bloom when a Quest is 
completed, then remain as decoration until it is replaced.

Features: Defining Quests, Quest Rewards, Collaborative Goal, Goal 
Trees



Quests
Quests are the core mechanic for Parents to improve the 
Buildings in the Slumbering Village, and require collaboration 
between the Parent and Child. 

Once a Parent has activated one or several Buildings in the 
Village, the system will add those Virtues to the pool from which 
it generates Quests for the child, with the game content they will 
experience defined by the Virtue selected for the Quest.

For example: 

● The Parent activates the Honesty Hut.
● The child receives a quest to “Visit Honesty Village to 

learn about Honesty”, where they will play through 
games from the Honesty virtue category, gathering 
Supplies to help the Honesty Hut reach its next 
Development Milestone.

Features: Defining Quests, Quest Rewards, Collaborative Goal, Virtue 
Based Plant Growth
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Development
Objectives develop through Collaborative efforts by both the 
Parent and the Child:

● When the Child completes games or finishes a Quest 
from the same virtue category as a Building, the Building 
will grow and develop through the Supplies gained, 
eventually reaching a point where it is regarded as 
reaching a Development Milestone, generating a reward.

● Seeds will begin as small unbloomed plants the Parent 
can fill plots at the Farm with. When the Child completes 
a Quest, the oldest Seed will bloom, providing a 
harvestable reward and a lingering decoration.

As Objectives grow and develop their visuals will update to 
reflect this advancement, providing both Parent and Child with a 
visual representation of their educational development.

Features: Plant Maintenance, Game Based Growth, Collaborative 
Goal



Rewards
When a child completes a Quest, or a Development Milestone is reached, both the 
parent and child are rewarded. These events will also be accompanied with a lot of 
fanfare and celebratory effects to instill a sense of pride in both parties as they reap 
the rewards of their cooperation.

When a Quest is completed, the oldest Seed at the Farm will bloom and provide a 
harvestable Temporary Cosmetic. Multiple Seeds can Bloom between Village visits, 
with the Child potentially earning various Temporary Cosmetics at once in a shower 
of rewards when they next return to Harvest them.

As Supplies are gained from Quests and Games, Buildings will reach Development 
Milestones that reward Permanent Cosmetics to the child, and are collected from the 
Building which has advanced. When each Milestone is reached the Building will 
visually develop and become more complex, with a small wrapped present appearing 
outside its doors as a thank you from the Residents

Parents will receive coins to spend on improving their Buildings, and Seeds to plant 
at the Farm by interacting with tappable bubbles on Objectives once they have 
Bloomed / reached a Milestone. When specific Milestones are met on each building, 
new Tools will be awarded to the Parent, allowing them to perform new Tasks.

Features: Quest Rewards, Growth Rewards, Gain / Spend Coins, Collaborative Goal
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Maintenance
The Parent is required to maintain the Objectives within the Village, 
planting the Seeds brought back by the Child, and preventing the 
Objectives from becoming damaged by the elements. 

Seeds can be planted in plots of land at the Farm by tapping an available 
plot and selecting a seed from a pop-up menu. More plots will become 
available as the Child levels up.

As time progresses nature will start to damage the Village, with weeds 
growing over the Seeds, and Storms damaging the Buildings. If a 
Building becomes damaged it cannot continue to develop until it is 
repaired, and similarly a Seed cannot bloom while overgrown.

Parents will need to use tools and tap commands to clear away the 
overgrowth, repair the damage, and keep the Village pristine, with each 
maintenance task rewarding the Parent with Coins or Seeds.

Features: Plant Maintenance, Growth Rewards, Gain / Spend Coins, Collaborative Goal




